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Abstract: The application of electron back-scatter diffraction (EBSD) to materials research
is reviewed. A brief history of the technique is given, followed by a description of present-day
operation. The methodology of'microtexture', i.e. spatially specific orientations, is described
and recent examples of its application using EBSD are given, in particular to interstitial-free
steel processing, growth of phases in a white iron and grain boundary phenomena in a
superplastic alloy. The advantages and disadvantages of EBSD compared to use of X-rays for
texture determination are discussed in detail.

Introduction

Electron back-scatter diffraction (EBSD) evolved in the early 1980s, initially to study
phase identification in the scanning electron microscope (SEM). Its potential for orientation
measurement was also recognised and developed until now EBSD is at the forefront of present-
day texture analysis and a complement to, or in some cases a replacement for, X-ray texture
measurements12. In the present work, the principles and practice of EBSD are summarised,
with examples of its applications. Since hitherto the major technique for measurement of
textures has been X-ray methods, it is instructive to compare the advantages and disadvantages
of the modern technique with the more traditional. EBSD is sometimes also known as 'EBSP',
electron back-scatter patterns, or 'BKD', backscatter kikuchi diffraction.

Principles of electron back-scatter diffraction

Electron back-scatter diffraction is essentially an SEM phenomenon. For normal
imaging mode in an SEM the interaction between the primary (incoming) electron beam and
the specimen is such that most of the beam is absorbed and only a very small proportion of it
is backscattered, i.e. diffracted by the planes near the surface of the specimen and scattered
from the specimen having lost hardly any energy. The very simple expedient of tilting the
specimen until it makes an angle of only 30-20° with the incoming beam has the effect of
shortening the path length of the elastically scattered electrons and increasing dramatically the
proportion of signal which is backscattered rather than absorbed. The intensity of the
backscattered electron beam after tilting the specimen is such that the diffraction pattern can
be captured on film or screen if the recording medium is introduced into the microscope
chamber.

Figure la shows an EBSD pattern from tungsten recorded onto cut film3. The sampled
volume which gave rise to this pattern was approximately 0.5um2 on the specimen surface and
20nm in depth, which is typical for EBSD. The pattern consists of Kikuchi lines, each pair of
which represent a single plane in the crystal. Zone axes in the crystal are represented by
intersections between line pairs. Hence the pattern is essentially a 'map' of crystallographic
angular relationships. When the pattern is 'indexed' the orientation of it, and hence of the
sampled volume, can be solved with respect to some fixed axes, i.e. the geometry of the
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specimen.

The potential of these Kikuchi patterns for measuring orientations was not fully
appreciated until the early 1970s when a series of papers reported observation of the patterns
and in an SEM and gave them the name of 'electron backscattering' patterns45. The
diffraction patterns were observed not on cut film but rather by placing a fluorescent screen
about 25mm from the tilted specimen and viewing it using a low-light TV camera. This
arrangement forms the basis of a present-day EBSD system.

At the time when the first EBSD systems were built the principal problem encountered
in applying the technique to the measurement of orientations was the uncertainty in the position
of the emitting point of back-scattered electrons on the specimen, the pattern source point, and
its counterpart on the diffraction pattern, the pattern centre or origin. The pattern centre is
marked with a cross on figure lb. Various options were used to overcome this challenge, the
most popular being the use of an (001) calibration crystal combined with a known angle of
specimen tilt, namely 70.5°6. Another method involves a mechanism to retract the camera and
therefore view the pattern at more than one magnification7'8. Both these methods are used
today.

The key advance which changed EBSD from being ingenious but small-scale laboratory
apparatus to a commercially marketed piece of equipment for applied materials research was
the implementation of rapid, accurate on-line computer indexing and storage of diffraction
patterns. An accuracy in orientation determination, relative to axes in the specimen, of
approximately 2° became achievable6. A typical basic EBSD package consists of the
components illustrated in figure 2 - a means to tilt the specimen, a phosphor screen interfaced
to a TV camera, some form of camera control/image processing and a PC for data processing.
Until recently analysis of EBSD patterns has involved some operator input. However, the
latest generation of EBSD systems incorporates routines for fully automated diffraction pattern
recognition and analysis, including orientation imaging microscopy (OIM) where orientation
changes are plotted with respect to coordinates in the specimen910.

Microtexture and its applications.

The term 'microtexture' can be defined as:

'A population of individual orientations which are usually
related to features in the microstructure'.

A microtexture is almost always obtained by electron microscopy both because of the
imaging capability and the ability to extract information from small microstructural elements.
EBSD is the principal technique used for microtexture work, although work in the sub-
nanometer range is the province of TEM. The philosphy of the microtexture approach is that
it is already known from theory and bulk texture studies that microstructure is influenced by
texture and vice versa. If texture is studied on a microscopic scale, it becomes possible to
examine the nature of this relationship.
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Some recent applications of EBSD to microtexture include:

• To study fatigue mechanisms1'
• Crystallographic analysis of facet planes and transgranular cracks12

• Creep in superalloys13

• Integrity of single crystals
• In-service reliability of microelectronic interconnects14

• Fracture facet crystallography15

• Oxygen diffusion along crystal directions in a high temperature superconductor16

• Deformation studies1718

• Sheet metal processing19

The concept of microtexture encompasses further the re-expression of two contiguous
orientations as a misorientation, which in turn allows the geometry of interfaces such as grain
boundaries to be explored. This 'texture between grains' has also been referred to as
mesotexture®. With additional spatial information the crystallographic indices of the interfaces
can also be determined. Some recent examples of interfacial studies involving EBSD include:

• Corrosion, cracking, fracture212223

• Boundary migration24

• Segregation and precipitation25 26

• Twinning27

• Recrystallisation28

• Orientation relationships29

Three diverse examples of the application of EBSD to applied materials research will
now be presented briefly. The first is taken from a microtexture experiment which is part of
a major research programme to elucidate factors affecting the adherence of zinc-based coatings
to interstitial-free (IF) steel sheet. EBSD allows sampling of only those grains which are
contiguous with the sheet surface. This was done prior to hot dipping. The microtexture of
the sample population is shown in figure 3a, compared to a contol population from the
midplane of the sheet in figure 3b. Not only is the texture different in these two cases, but the
population of surface grains contains 42% low angle boundaries compared to 20% in the
midplane set. Since the characteristics of low angle boundaries are known to be different to
those which are high angle, this preliminary result suggests that interdiffusion during the
dipping process will be affected by these boundary types.

A spin-off from the microtexture investigations on IF strip has been identification of the
correlation between grain morphology (as revealed by selective etching) and orientation.
Figure 4a show that some grains in the sheet surface are raised. This turned out to be a
crystallographic effect because the raised grains had surface normals near <001> (figure 4b)
whereas the flat grains had <111> surface normals (figure 4c) - the desired texture for deep
drawing applications. Furthermore, the near-001 grains were characterised by diffuse
diffraction patterns, indicating strain in the lattice.

The second example illustrates the ability of EBSD to analyse concurrently the
orientations of several phases within a material29'30. The work concerns a white cast iron having
a micro structure which is illustrated in figure 5a: a mainly austenitic matrix containg M7C3

(hexagonal) carbides 10-20um thick encased in a thin shell of M3C (orthorhombic) carbide 1-
5urn thick. EBSD was initially used to distinguish between these two phases3. A second
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specimen, having a slightly modified chemistry so that the peritectic reaction forming M3C was
suppressed and the alloy contained only M7C3 carbide, was also examined. Subsets of the
microtexture results are shown in figure 5b,c,d. M7C3 carbides without MSC shells grew
predominantly in the <0001> direction whereas those with M3C shells were much less textured
and the M3C phase itself had a random texture. These results show that coupled growth occurs
within white cast iron specimens containing only hexagonal carbides, whereas no specific
relationship could be discerned when duplex carbides were present.

Whereas many EBSD investigations are devoted to grain boundary studies via
orientation measurements of neighbouring grains and calculation of the misorientation31'32, a
more advanced analysis involves measurement of the interface - or crack5- plane
crystallography. This has the advantage of providing more detailed structural information
which can subsequently be applied to studies of interfacial degradation phenomena, etc. The
interface plane data is obtained by a procedure which employs both orientations and
morphological information from calibrated serial sectioning or other procedures33'34.

Comparison between EBSD and X-ray texture

The study of texture using X-rays is a mature subject area in materials engineering,
spanning many decades. The average texture of a whole specimen is obtained from measuring
the diffracted X-ray intensity from particular lattice planes and displaying the data as a pole
figure or inverse pole figure in contours of 'times random'. The information from at least two
pole figures can be used to calculate an orientation distribution function (ODF) which is a
complete texture description35. Individual texture components can be extracted from peaks in
the pole figure or ODF and quantified according to the volume fraction of the component
present.

Figure 6a shows a 111 X-ray pole figure from a commercial aluminium alloy, AA8079,
rolled 97% and annealed at 400 °C. This can be compared with figure 6b which shows a 111
microtexture pole figure from 600 contiguous grains in the same specimen19. The key
difference between the presentation of these two data sets is that the X-ray pole figure exhibits
intensity contours representing the volume fraction present whereas the microtexture case is
in the form of discrete data points, each referring to a specific point in the microstructure.
(The microtexture pole figure can subsequently be smoothed to contours and also weighted
according to grain volume if required. However, the link to individual data points is then lost).
The similarity between the X-ray and microtexture pole figure indicates that the microtexture
in the sampled region was homogeneous and equivalent to the average texture. This is not
always the case, since the texture may be inhomogeneous throughout the material. Figure 3
illustrated one aspect of this by showing the difference in texture between the surface grains
and midplane grains in material processed to sheet.

The advantages of using EBSD to obtain microtexture data compared to X-rays are:

• The cardinal reason for using EBSD to obtain a microtexture rather than X-rays to
generate a 'macrotexture' is the spatial specificity of the former, enabling orientation
to be linked directly to structure and processing parameters (figures 3,4,6)'.

• Interfacial parameters between specific grains can be calculated from individual
orientations (figure 7), whereas this is not possible for X-ray data20.

• X-ray diffraction measures only the proportions of particular planes present, which is
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effectively two-dimensional information. The algoritms used to calculate ODFs from
pole figures are known to contain inherent inaccuracies35. These drawbacks do not
apply to EBSD, since a true, three-dimensional orientation is the primary EBSD
measurement.

• More than one phase can be analysed at a time, with regard to position in the
microstructure, using EBSD (figure 5)29.

• Since the X-ray methodology relies on the volume fraction of particular planes present,
a large volume fraction of one texture, e.g. present in large grains only, can mask the
presence of another texture occurring only in very small grains36.

• X-ray diffraction does not distinguish between different variants of the same texture.
For example the S-texture, which is a common deformation texture in some fee metals
and alloys, is denoted by {123}<412> using the 'ideal orientation' notation. This
designation actually subsumes four orientations: (123)[412~], (123)[4T2], (213)[142],
(213)[T42]. These four orientations are distinct in the sense that they are related by high
angle boundaries, and their distribution in the microstructure may be significant to
phenomena such as slip transmission, grain boundary type and subsequent properties.
EBSD, on the other hand, is able to distinguish between these variants as illustrated on
figure 7. Other textures and their variants are also shown on this map along with low
angle boundaries. There are several pieces of evidence to show that there can be
selective occurrence of particular texture variants in different regions of a specimen3738.

The disadvantages of using EBSD to obtain microtexture data compared to X-rays are:

• The most inhibiting disadvantage of EBSD compared to X-ray work is that the former
is labour intensive if a semi-automatic EBSD system is used, since the sampling probe
must be sited individually and pattern analysis data inputted1. However, this situation
improves enormously if a system where the patterns are indexed automatically is
available, and such systems are currently superceding the semi-automatic type. A
further improvement is gained if programmable stage/beam control is available.

• Sampling of orientations - either interactively in real time or in predetermined steps -
is under operator contol for EBSD. Care must be taken to ensure that the statistics are
not biased in any way. Such considerations do not apply to X-ray data since typically
thousands of grains are sampled together.

• EBSD patterns become unacceptably diffuse from highly deformed specimens, which
is not usually a restriction for X-ray diffraction. Furthermore, incorrect specimen
preparation (e.g. harsh diamond polishing as a final step) degrades the quality of an
EBSD pattern. This is not usually a problem for most materials, since the recommended
preparation procedures, such as electropolishing, are routine'.

• As yet there is no standardisation for EBSD since it is an innovative technique
compared to the well-established X-ray case.

EBSD data processing

As illustrated in figures 3 and 6, EBSD data can be processed and outputted as a pole
figure. The main motivation behind this form of data representation is that it is familiar because
of its close association with X-ray texture. However, whereas EBSD data can be displayed
using standard macrotexture methods such as pole figures and Euler space, in this section other
methods of data processing and display, more suited to the discrete orientations inherent in
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microtexture, will be briefly considered.

The basic parameters of an individual orientation as measured by EBSD are embodied
in a 3x3 matrix, which expresses the crystallographic orientation of the sampled volume with
respect to fixed axes relating to the specimen geometry12. Further computation is requires to
output orientation information in a practical form. Some or all of this may be an integral part
of the EBSD software, depending on the sophistication of the package and the specificity of
the user requirement.

In practice particular aspects of data are best highlighted by apposite choice of
processing methodology and representation. These can be considered in three 'levels', in terms
of complexity39:

• Qualitative statistics: either individual orientations are approximated (e.g. using the
'ideal orientation1 nomenclature) or the EBSD data population is represented pictorially
as pole figures, in Euler space or in Rodrigues-Frank space40'41.

• Quantitative statistics: secondary computations permit the microtextures to be analysed
quantitatively and outputted in the form of histograms, tables, etc19. Moreover, farther
calculations can give measurements of interest in a particular experiment, e.g. angles
between specified crystal directions.

• Positional information: additional data concerning the spatial location of sample points
is often required. Coded data points, coded maps, orientation imaging micrographs and
compressed data scans are used18'27'32.

Examples of EBSD data processing are included in the relevant references.

Concluding remarks

This review has summarised the principles and practice of state-of-the-art EBSD for
microtexture determination. The number of installations worldwide is increasing rapidly, as are
the number of research papers which demonstrate use of this technique to help solve materials
problems. The technology is continuing to develop, particularly in the area of fall automation
and orientation imaging.
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ORIENTATION

DIFFRACTION PATTERN ENHANCEMENT

Figure 1. EBSD pattern from tungsten.

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of EBSD
equipment (Courtesy M.C. Caul).
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Figure 3.
sheet.

Microtexture pole figures from (a) surface grains and (b) mid-plane grains in IF steel

Figure 4. (a) 'raised' grains in IF steel sheet; inverse pole figure from (b) the raised grains and
(c) the remaining grains.

R2

Figure 7. Microtexture components in a superplastic alloy, related to the grain structure. S,
brass and R (Cu-twin) components are labelled and low angle boundaries are showna s dotted
lines.
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Figure 5. (a) Microstructure of a white iron;
inverse pole figure from (b) M3C, (c ) M7C3

with M3C shell and (d) M7C3 without M3C shell.
These phases are labelled in (a).

100 010

1010

Figure 6. (a) X-ray pole figure and (b) microtexture pole figure from a rolled and annealed
commercial aluminium alloy.
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